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Jason Carrillo, the best-looking athlete in school, has had his eyes on the prize from day one: a

scholarship for college. But then his eyes turn to love -- and Kyle.  Kyle Meeks, swim team star and

all-around good guy, is finally in the relationship he wanted. Being in love feels so good, in fact, that

he can't imagine giving it up to go to Princeton. Something he's worked for his entire life.  Nelson

Glassman, outgoing and defiant, might be HIV positive. Jeremy, the boy he loves, is HIV positive.

Although Nelson fears testing positive, if he is infected Jeremy might stop protecting him and

pushing him away. They can be together.  High shool's almost over. Graduation is ahead. Life's a

bowl of cherries, right? Right...
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Alex Sanchez deserves a tremendous amount of praise for writing such an excellent sequel to his

immensely popular Rainbow Boys. Two of Alex's signature writing methods shown through this

time, too. Those being his succinct writing style and the rotation of the chapters where we get the



point of view from Jason, Kyle, then Nelson.By writing about three distinct personalities, Mr.

Sanchez gave us a perfect way to easily follow their lives. And, whereas I felt the most for Jason in

the first novel, this time I seemed to focus more on what Kyle was going thru. Perhaps this is what

Alex wanted us to experience, I'm not sure. Regardless, his writing method worked.Despite giving

this story 5 stars, I felt that the interruptions that kept the boys from being intimate with others was a

bit contrived. I believe that his boys should have been given more moments to be together (wink,

wink, nudge, nudge) than the single instance between Kyle and Jason that was depicted (which was

very tastefully done, BTW). Otherwise, the various interactions amongst the characters (boys and

girls) was spot on.Speaking as a writer and not as a reader, I have to say that one of the best parts

of the construction of this story is how Mr. Sanchez builds the tension and conflict level as it

progresses. Alex, you know what you're doing! It kept me turning the pages to find out how the

different situations would be resolved.And it's the end that leads me to think that this will be a trilogy

at some point. Since one of the characters doesn't get his due yet, and Alex's stories are always

upbeat, I hope he will continue the series to a positive conclusion.Thanks, Alex, for your new

contribution to our literature.

From my perspective, Sanchez and his writing still resonate with the struggles of young queer

identified to come out of the closet today. A great educational tool for showing the inside story to

parents or friends of someone who may be wondering who they could become if they only knew.

Perfect! Got to the bottom of a glitch in the system on the tracking number on the package. Item

was as described thanks!

I have enjoyed all off the books They are an inspiration to those struggling to make the decision to

come out to family. I highly recommend rainbow road, rainbow high & rainbow boys. I found them to

be hard to put down.

Great book, I highly recommend

I had to read this for a class. It's very simplistic, but could have a strong message to younger

people. It isn't a challenging or jaw-dropping read for anyone with any higher education.

Very well described, but could be better. BUT!! You still need to read this Rainbow series. This



second book is fairly well developed compares to the first and the third book.

Great continuation, though it feels a bit shorter than the first.
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